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All our children whether they are 3
months or 5 years need
communication to develop and
thrive. 
 
There have been a few occasions
over the years where voices are
being raised and negative words
such as NO, STOP IT and DON’T are
being used.
 
We also want to make sure that
everyone knows the words we class
as acceptable at Natural Choice and
the words which are not.

We do not agree with the following:
 

swearing
name calling
slang such as "chucking"
any derogatory comment towards a child
any words that ridicules a child
any words that shame a child e.g. that stinks 

This booklet has been
written to help all staff
communicate positively
and effectively with
children. This may all seem
like common sense.
However, sometimes we
get carried away and stop
using the vital skills that we
all have. 
 

Talking with children involves the
exchange of words, ideas and
feelings. Communication is what we
say and how we say it. We can
communicate through looks (scowls
or smiles), with actions (pushing or
hugs), with silence (warm or cold) as
well as with words (kind and
unkind).
 

introduction

"naughty"
"bad"

"stupid"
"disgusting"

"gross"
"minging" 2



Good communication with children
can lead to the child: 
 
Having warm relationships
Co-operating
Having feelings of worth
 
Poor communication with children
can lead to the child:
 
Switching off to adults
Having conflicts
Bickering
Feeling worthless

When a child knows that you accept
them, they will grow, change and
feel good about themselves, this
means they are more likely to get
along well with others. It also can
mean that they are more likely to
share their feelings with you.

When an adult threatens a child, the child
can feel like they don’t count
 
When an adult gives a command to a
child, the child can have a feeling of
worthlessness
 
When an adult lectures a child, the child
can feel like they cannot do anything
right

Please remember that we accept the
child without necessarily approving
or accepting their behaviour.

Effects of communication
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Time to think
A member of staff is having issues at
home and is tired and emotional. This is
conveyed through body language and
patience at nursery. 
 
Every child deserves to be surrounded
by happy positive adults. - even if you
have to disguise how you are really
feeling. 
Management and colleagues can help
you away from the children, but our
customers (parents and children)
should not be able to tell you are down
or need support.



To try and encourage conversation with the
children you could try and use comments
that show you are interested in what the
child is telling you, such as:
 
"I see"
"Oh Really?"
"Tell me more"
"That’s interesting"

These simple phrases can tell the child that
what they are telling you is important and
that you are interested and respect their
ideas.
 
Do not pretend to be listening to the
children when you are not, pay attention to
what is being told to you.

DON’T
As a group we need to try and break the
habit we have got of saying NO and DON’T.
We need to be telling or showing the child
what to DO rather than what NOT to do
 
Examples of this are:
 
Don’t drag your coat on the ground
Could become
Hold your coat so it doesn’t drag
 
Don’t slam the door
Could become
Close the door softly please
 
Don’t draw on the table
Could become
You can colour on this piece of paper

Especially for our younger children, we have
to learn to talk WITH them rather than AT
them, such as 
 
“Put on your coat” 
Could become 
“Can you show me what a big boy you are
and put on your coat”
 
Try talking with the child and waiting for a
response even if it is just babble.

what can we do?
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Time to think
When you are talking to other adults in
the room about what you watched on
telly last night or about what you are
doing next weekend, the children know
they are being ignored. 
 
Quality teaching is all about quality
interactions with the children. You are
impacting on their ability to learn. 
 
Think about times where this might have
happened in the room. What were the
children doing? How were you furthering
their development?



'I' messages
 
Try using 'I' messages when explaining to
a child what they have done or what they
need to do, such as 
 
“I need help tidying the room” 
“I can’t hear you with all that
screaming”. 
 
'I' messages are statements of fact such
as 
 
“I am very upset that you would hit
another child”. 
 
They tell the child how his behaviour has
made the adult feel. ‘I’ messages give the
child responsibility for changing their
behaviour.

Shouting
 
Children will and do ignore you when you ask
them to do certain things, but please
remember one of the reasons they may be
ignoring you is they do not understand what
is being asked of them. 
Keep all requests to the child simple and ask
for one action at a time as too many requests
can confuse the child.
Remember to get the child’s attention before
you speak to them. Make sure your tone is
correct with the child, we DO NOT allow
shouting at Natural Choice however children
will respond to a request that has been made
to sound important. 
Shouting at children causes them to become
confused about what it is you actually want
from them. When children are shouted at
they will normally tune out. DO NOT shout at
the children, make sure you stay calm, use a
firm but kind and respectful tone and that
what you are saying states a positive
message.

Shouting and 'i' messages
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Time to think

The only time raising your voice is
acceptable is when they need to
be stopped from doing something
which might cause them harm e.g.
walking in front of a swing,
touching something hot etc
 
If an adult is always shouting, the
child will very quickly start ignoring
them. It is not a respectful way to
communicate. This leads to the
child ignoring you shouting when
they are in danger. 



Tone of Voice
 
Children are very sensitive to those
around them. Every child is different
and we need to approach each child
sensitively and carefully in order to
communicate with them effectively. 
 
The tone of voice we use can frighten and
upset the children if it is too stern or harsh.
We need to ensure that we speak gently,
calmly and slowly to the children so that
they can hear what we say and they can
respond to our voices.
Please make sure that you communicate
with the child at eye level. It is no good
speaking above them or facing the other
way as they will be confused about who you
are talking to.
 
You are the childrens role model
 
We are always asking the children to say
please and thank you. However, this must
be the same for the staff; children will
imitate what they see from us. 
        
As a practitioner, remember to behave as a
positive role model for the children in your
care by remaining professional at all times
and demonstrating caring attitudes to all.
This has been taken from the Staff
Behaviour Policy (EYFS3-01-033)

Tone of Voice and makaton

Makaton
 
Almost everything we do involves
communication. For those who have
experienced the frustration of being
unable to communicate meaningfully or
effectively, Makaton really can help.
Makaton takes away that frustration and
enables individuals to connect with other
people and the world around them. This
opens up all kinds of possibilities.
At NCN, we offer in house training from a
qualified person and lanyards which give
key signs to assist with the usual everyday
routine. The lanyards show age
progression using a colour coded system.
Red shows essential signs such as 'please'
and 'more', whilst blue builds on this sign
bank.
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Time to think
Eating time is a really important interaction time. If you have a child who
struggles with food, be at their level, eat with them. An adult 'standing over' a
child using stern words does not engage with the issues a child has.
 
A child who struggles with food may be frustrated and therefore come across as
misbehaving. Remain calm and continue to demonstrate being a positive role
model



First and foremost, sarcasm relies on a
type of subtlety that most children
under the age of eight do not pick up
on. While the majority of adult
communication occurs non-verbally-
through gestures, body languages,
and tone of voice, children are much
more apt to interpret words literally
and to miss or disregard non-verbal
cues. 
 
Sarcasm is a great way to interact with
children-NOT! When adults use
sarcasm to say things they don't mean and
mean things that they don't literally say, they
lose an opportunity to communicate effectively
and to build positive relationships with
children. 
 
While sarcasm amongst adults can make for
playful banter, for young children, this form of
humour is rarely funny.
Our children readily absorb everything we
teach and tell them. As we converse with our
children, why would we ever deliberately insult
them? It is our cheers and praise which build
little ones’ sense of security and self-esteem.

Sarcasm
For young children, life is black or white.
As they process new information,
confusion clouds learning when words
are delivered sarcastically
 
“Can it really rain cats and dogs?”
your young one asks.
“Sure, honey, it can really rain cats
and dogs,” you answer
sarcastically.
 
Even after you’ve clarified that cats and
dogs don’t really fall from the sky, your
child is left wondering why you tried to
mislead him. His faith in you is
diminished, especially if you use sarcasm
often. Not even a “just kidding!” can
repair the assurance and confidence he
once had that everything you told him
was truthful and accurate.
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Time to think

Think about a time when a parent has called
to say they will be late picking up because
something has happened at home. The child
then starts asking where their parent is,
when they see their friends being collected.
You say, they'll be here soon. 
 
Sarcasm is hard for children to understand,
but also so is not telling the truth.
Sometimes it is better to share with a child
some of the truth than pretend an issue
does not exist - if it is already apparent to a
child there is a problem
 
In the above situation, sit down with the child
and explain what they need to know while
reassuring that they wont be left on their
own and they can keep playing.



When children behave in unacceptable ways: 
 
·       We never use or threaten to use physical
punishment/corporal punishment such as
smacking or shaking  
·       We only use physical intervention for the
purpose of averting immediate danger or
personal injury to any person (including the child)
or to manage a child’s behaviour if absolutely
necessary. We keep a record of any occasions
where physical intervention is used and inform
parents on the same day, or as reasonably
practicable
·       We do not single out children or humiliate
them in any way. Where children use
unacceptable behaviour they will, wherever
possible, be re-directed to alternative activities.
Discussions with children will take place as to
why their behaviour was not acceptable,
respecting their level of understanding and
maturity
·       Staff will not raise their voices (other than to
keep children safe) 
 
 

Behaviour
The following information is taken from our Promoting Positive

Behaviour policy (EYFS3-07-008)

Where children use unacceptable
behaviour they will, where possible,
be redirected to alternative
activities. Discuss with children
why their behaviour was not
acceptable, respecting their
understanding and maturity. 

Provide activities and stories to
help children learn about accepted
behaviours, including
opportunities for children to
contribute to decisions about
accepted behaviour where
age/stage appropriate
 
Encourage regular activities
involving exploring emotions and
developing empathy. Children can
only be asked to apologise in
situations if they have a good
understanding of why saying sorry
is appropriate.
 
Help children who behave
inappropriately by talking through
their actions and, where
appropriate, encouraging an
apology. Ensure you acknowledge
that it is the behaviour that is
unacceptable and not the child.

Teaching children to recognise and
manage their emotions at a young age
will support them throughout their life.
This has been taken from the Well-
being in the Nursery policy. (EYFS3-06-
033)
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four part apology
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[Name] is
sad
because...

This was a
bad choice
because ...

Next time
I will...

Will you
forgive

me?

Knowing how to make amends
is a very valuable life skill.  As
children grow they have many
opportunities to apologize and
make amends. Children are hard
wired from birth for empathy,
kindness and cooperation. When
it comes to teaching children
how to apologize and make
amends, guidance and patience
from you is valuable. The 4 part
apology is a communication tool
to encourage the child to reflect
on what just happened and
consider the consequences of
their actions. Children should
acknowledge that they
understand the impact that their
words or actions have had on the
other person. This in turn will
develop empathy and
communication skills instead of
reacting with an automatic
“sorry”
Getting the child to ask "Will you
forgive me" is the ultimate in this
approach. However to start with
and for our youngest children,
they may only be able to
understand that somebody is
sad, and build upon that to teach
empathy as time goes on,
adding a piece of the puzzle as
their understanding improves.
It's important to encourage
details and being specific in their
'apology', for example, 'Mary is
sad because I pulled her hair,'
rather than 'I hurt her' 

[Enter name] is sad because...
Encourages the first step to acknowledging what the
child has done to make another person sad. This could
be a child or a grown up. This step is important as it
allows the child to begin to recognise emotions and
challenges the child to consider the consequences of
their actions
 
This was a bad choice because...
This opening statement acknowledges the child had a
choice and it helps them to consider if it was a good
choice or not. It also helps the child think more deeply
about why someone may be sad because of their
choice of actions
 
Next time I will...
Allows the child to think how they could change their
behaviour if the situation came up again, this is a form
of early self evaluating
 
Will you forgive me?
This concludes the 4 part apology by reminding the
child that it isn't over just by saying an empty sorry and
running off. The other person has feelings that need to
be considered.



Scenarios
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It is meal time. All the children are sat to
the table however one child keeps
getting up. The practitioner leads the
child back to the chair to sit down. The
child repeatedly gets up and the
practitioner begins to lose their
patience. Finally, the practitioner picks
up the child and roughly puts them
back on their chair. The child cries. 
 
This scenario of a child getting up and
down from mealtime is common. Talk
between your team about what could
have been done differently. Try to think
about how the child is feeling as well as
the practitioner. 

A child has just fallen over and their
finger is bleeding slightly. It is cleaned
up and a plaster has been applied. The
practitioner who administers first aid
says in a loving way, "do we need to
chop your finger off with the magic
scissors?"
The child's eyes widen and they look
towards the scissors on the art stand. 
 
This is a form of sarcasm where the child
can take it literally. Some children may
be familiar with this saying and
understand the humour, however most
may not. 

In a room where children are playing,
two staff are sat chatting to each other.
One practitioner calls out, "It's tidy up
time" but gets frustrated when the
children ignore her. The other staff
shouts across the room, "we need to put
things back where they belong" which
one child starts to however the rest of
the group continue to play. 
 
Time to reflect: How are the practitioners
talking to the children? Is there another
way to encourage tidying up? Have you
seen this in your setting before? 

A child is crying on their own in a corner
of the room. A practitioner is busy with
an activity and calls over to the child,
"Come on up you get, you're fine, go and
play with your friends" That same
practitioner says to another member of
staff, "They do this all the time, it's just
for attention, look they're fine now"
 
This is an opportunity to explore
emotions. The child in this situation
quickly learns that nobody listens when
they are sad. If they are crying "just for
attention", it is our job to explore why and
how to help them. Discuss this with
another practitioner and think about
ways to work with children rather than
brushing them off.
 

Take some time to look through the following scenarios and real life examples of how
practitioners can inappropriately behave towards children. It may spark negative incidents you

have experienced, maybe you have witnessed this behaviour and said nothing, maybe you
were the practitioner in a similar situation.  Reflect on each one, talk to your team and discuss

how things could be done differently. Remember your passion for early years and if you're
concerned about someones behaviour, don't be afraid to share this with your manager.



Above all please remember that kind words TO the child are more likely
to promote a positive response FROM the child. Also watching children learn
language is an endless delight, and you are their first teacher to teach them
this so think positively when speaking to the children no matter what their

age.
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Further reading
Company Policies:
- Promoting Positive Behaviour (EYFS3-07-008)
- Staff Behaviour (EYFS3-01-033)
- Well-being in the Nursery (EYFS3-06-033)
 
Noodle Now:
- Effective Teaching and Learning
- Encouraging Positive Behaviour 
- Understanding Children's Emotions


